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Introduction 
 

An emergency is any occasion or instance, natural or manmade that warrants action to save 

lives and protect property and public health. In order to improve safety and security of critical 

infrastructures, like airports, a new generation of intelligent Emergency Management 

Systems (EMS) operating on top of existing Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition 

(SCADA) systems is needed. The aim of such EMSs is to provide decision support and 

holistic management of underlying technical subsystem, usually controlled by independent 
SCADA systems, by correlating and aggregating simple events coming from different 

SCADAs into meaningful complex events, facilitating real-time assessment of the safety and 
security conditions, automatic reactions wherever possible and provision of timely and 

objective decision support to emergency personnel where automated action is not feasible or 
trustworthy. 

 
This technical report investigates the use of Complex Event Processing (CEP) and Event-

Condition-Action (ECA) rules in order to implement decision support for airports. CEP aims 

at injecting intelligence into event-driven systems by deriving higher-level knowledge from 

lower-level data. Its main task is to filter, match and combine information from raw sensory 

input streams containing “simple” events (e.g., signals from smoke and temperature sensors) 

into so-called complex events, that is, events or situations that cannot be detected from only a 

single simple event (e.g., fire emergency is a combination of close-by sensors exceeding 

thresholds).  

 

Airports are complex buildings that are difficult to monitor due to their size and their variety 

of entities such as rooms and halls of different size, restricted areas, shops, etc. Also airports 

are equipped with various control and monitoring systems, e.g. as fire protection systems, 

heating, ventilation and air conditioning systems, evacuation and access control systems and 

flight information display systems among others. These systems can send altogether hundreds 
of events to the control room per minute. By streaming these low-level events and combining 

those in a meaningful way increased situation awareness about happenings in an airport 
building can be achieved.  

 
When designing future intelligent systems for emergency management, signals can be filtered 

with CEP not to overwhelm the operator and building states can be derived from signals of 
technical systems. As emergency procedures and standards are defined in advance they are an 

interesting application case for CEP/ECA rules as they can serve to combine events, states 

and emergency management procedures and knowledge. This enables the intelligent system 

to provide decision support to the operator.  

 

Using the Belgrade “Nikola Tesla” Airport as a representative, modern, mid size airport 

infrastructure, we have developed a set of more than 50 CEP/ECA rules for situation 

awareness and decision support suitable for the use in different emergency scenarios 

including fire/structural fire, bomb threat, bomb explosion and hazard material incidents. The 

developed rules take into account system signals, airport operating modes, and emergency 

management procedures. 
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Main objectives 
 

Main goals to be achieved by the decision support system are to detect (confirm) the fire, 

determine the location of the fire and assist people during the self-rescue stage. Confirmation 

and location of the fire is obtained by using sensor signals coming from the SCADA and by 

personnel investigation. The system will assist people during the self-rescue stage by pointing 

them in the right direction, unlocking of doors on the evacuation route and warning them 

about unavailable escape paths. 
 

First objective is to detect and confirm the emergency, i.e., the fire. Considering that there are 
a lot of false fire alarms, personnel will be considered our most reliable resource. They are 

expected to behave in a proper way, i.e., by procedures, that should react and communicate 
with the operation center in 20s. These procedures represent patterns of behaviour and if the 

personnel are not acting according to that pattern it poses a much greater risk for the CI and 
safety of people. 

 

Before we go into further explanations we must mention that the airport building consists of 

areas and fire sectors. The area is every room, whether it is a small office or a big hall. Fire 

sectors consist of one or more areas and they are surrounded by fire resistant walls. In case of 

a fire, fire resistant walls should prevent the fire from spreading to other fire sectors. At the 

moment we are concentrated on the cases where the fire doesn’t spread to other fire sectors. 

 

There are three alert levels. ALERT_1 represents a minor disturbance that should be checked 

out. At this stage the operational mode is still normal. ALERT_2 represents exceptional 

situation, a problem that has to be dealt with before it escalates, but still doesn’t call for 

extreme measures like evacuation. Finally, in case of an immediate danger to people or 

property, the alert level is raised to ALERT_3. In the future, these 3 alert levels will probably 

have sub-states (e.g. ALERT_3-major, ALERT_3-moderate, etc.) 
 

For every area, the system uses the total number of fire detectors and the number of triggered 
fire detectors to estimate the size of fire. Furthermore, the alert level of an area is determined 

according to the estimated fire size in that area, and the alert level of a sector is the highest 
alert level of its containing areas. The alert level of both areas and fire sectors can be raised 

automatically by the system, but it can be lowered only manually (by an operator). 
 

The first alarm in any area results in sending airport personnel to the scene to investigate. It 

also triggers a recommendation to the operator to wait for the personnel report. The system 

expects a report to be sent by the area warden in a certain time interval unless this 

recommendation is rejected. When it is received, warden’s report is used to determine the 
state of the area in question. 

 

If the fire is estimated to be moderate, the system will go to ALERT_2. This will result in 

sending more personnel to the scene to try and put out the fire, and the operator will be 

recommended to start fire mitigation activities. These are the activities that are reducing the 

chance of fire to spread while not causing damage to the property. 

 

Finally, if the fire size is estimated to be major, the system will go to ALERT_3 which will 

result in a recommendation to activate EOC (Emergency Operations Center) and start 

evacuation. If a user chooses to start the evacuation, the route finder algorithm will be started 
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and commands to open all doors on possible evacuation paths will be sent. If any of the doors 

cannot be opened, the route finder algorithm will be executed again. If the user chooses to 

activate EOC, a fire suppression process will be started.  

 

In addition to detecting certain patterns of events and behaviour, an intelligent EMS should 

also consider how a state (var State) of one part of the airport can affect the state of other 

parts of it. When a fire is detected in one area, the system should raise the emergency state of 
the belonging fire sector. Additionally, if some of the devices supposed to prevent fire from 

spreading to neighbouring fire sectors are malfunctioning (event: OperatingAlarm), the 
system should raise emergency state in those fire sectors as well. In short, SOFIA system will 

consider different event (messages) types: 

• alarm events coming from fire detectors (event: scada_event(var ID, var Value)), 

• messages coming from airport personnel (event: confirmation_message(var Category, 

var Area, var Actor)), and 

• automatically generated decision support messages about the propagation and 

evolution of emergency in areas and fire segments (action: suggest_activate_EOC(var 

Category, var Area)). 

Main parameters and (re)actions 

 

Major parameters to consider in the fire scenario are: 

• Severity of the incident 

• Propagation (fire, smoke) 

• Safety of areas 

• Availability of escape paths 

 
The severity of the fire is important because it can influence following decisions: whether or 

not to call city fire brigade and the scale of the evacuation and response. It will be determined 
using the number of detectors reporting fire and the total number of detectors in a certain area 

and personnel reports. The safety of areas can influence the choice of escape paths, plus it is 
valuable information for the fire fighters. It will be determined by interpreting sensor 

readings, using information about adjacency of the areas and their belonging to the same or 

different fire sectors (the term fire sector will be introduced later). Finally, the availability of 

escape paths will depend on the safety of areas and proper or malfunctioning of doors 

belonging to the access control system. 

 

Main actions and reactions to consider are related to reducing the progression of the fire and 

giving people more time to evacuate. These reactions are: ventilation system shut down, 

smoke extraction activation, elevator funnel overpressure activation, water curtain activation 

and emergency lighting activation. Ventilation is shut down to prevent fresh air from getting 

to the affected areas, smoke extraction is used to extract smoke from areas with people in, 

water curtains are activated to prevent the fire from spreading to neighbouring fire sectors, 

elevator funnel overpressure is activated to prevent smoke from spreading through the 

elevator funnels and the emergency lighting is activated to emphasize escape paths. In order 
to enable more escape paths, sometimes doors to restricted areas are unlocked.  

Rules and decision support 
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This section will focus on the CEP/ECA rules that are needed in order to provide proper 

decision support to the operator. In order to be understandable as much as possible, the rules 

are written in pseudo-code. Among other, these rules will show how, depending on the 

incoming events, the areas could be declared „unsafe“ and how the safety conditions affect 

the operation of the CI and emergency personnel. 

Fire detection 

 

In the SOFIA system, simple SCADA events should be transformed into more meaningful 

events, e.g. fire detection, malfunction, etc. There are two possible ways of linking the 

SCADA events with static information for the purpose of reasoning and decision support. 

One solution is to do this transformation before it is injected into the CEP engine and another 

solution is to transform simple events and elicit information using rules. The next rule shows 

how states can be used to do just this. States are here used to query the static information. 
 
DETECT 

event: FireDetection(var ID, var Area) 

ON 

event: scada_event(var ID, var Value>0) 

state: fire-event(var ID) 

state: identify_location(var ID, var Area) 

END 

 

For the purpose of automatic confirmation of alarms, SOFIA  will keep monitoring the area 
and will correlate different incoming events. If two fire alarms are received from two 

different devices located in the same area in relatively short time interval, SOFIA will 
confirm the alarm. The following rule expresses this behaviour. 
 
DETECT 

event: AlarmConfirmation(Category=FIRE, var Area) 

ON 

event e1: FireDetection(var ID1, var Area) 

event e2: FireDetection(var ID2, var Area) 

WHERE (var ID1 != var ID2, {e1,e2} within t-critical) 

END 

  

If the fire is confirmed the system will change state of that area. Then, fire mitigation 

activities are started and appropriate personnel (based on previously defined responsibilities) 

is assigned the task of checking the area in question. 
 
ON 

state-change: area-state(var Category==FIRE, var Area, var     

alert==ALERT_2) 

state: responsible-operator(var Category, var Area, var Actor) 

DO 

action: assign-operator(var Category, var Area, var Actor) 

action: fire_mitigation(var Area) 

END 

Situation assessment and categorization 

 

The state of each area is affected by the warden’s report. 
 
ON 
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action a: assign_responsible(var Category, var Area, var Actor) 

event e1: confirmation_message(var Category, var Area, var Actor) 

event e2: alarm_report(var Category, var Area, var Actor, var 

Severity) 

WHERE e1 after a, e2 after e1, {e1,a} within 20 sec, {e2,e1} within 5 

min 

DO 

IF  

Severity == NONE 

THEN UPDATE  

state: area-state(var Category, var Area, * -> normal) 

ELSE IF 

Severity in (MINOR, MODERATE) 

THEN UPDATE 

state: area-state(var Category, var Area, * -> ALERT_2) 

ELSE 

state: area-state(var Category, var Area, * -> ALERT_3) 

END 

END 

 

The state of an area also depends on the number of triggered detectors and the total number 

of detectors in that area. 
 
ON 

state-change: fire_sensor(var ID, var Area, normal->alarm) 

state: fire_sensor(var AlarmIDs, var Area, alarm) 

state: fire_sensor(var AllIDs, var area, *) 

DO 

IF 

count(AlarmIDs)/count(AllIDs) > 1/3 

THEN UPDATE  

area-state(Category==FIRE, var Area, *->large fire) 

ELSE 

IF count(AlarmIDs)/count(AllIDs) > 1/10 

THEN UPDATE  

area-state(Category==FIRE, var Area, *->medium fire) 

END 

END 

END 

Emergency prevention – fire mitigation 

 

When the state of an area is changed to ALERT_2, fire mitigation activities are started and 

the operator is suggested to take a look at the jeopardized area. 
 
ON 

event: state-change(Category=FIRE , var Area, normal -> ALERT_2) 

DO 

action: fire_mitigation(var Area) 

action: suggest_camera_view (var Area) 

action: calculate_no_fire_extinguishers(var Area) 

END 

 

Water curtains and smoke extraction are activated after the sprinklers. 
 
ON 

event: sprinkler_activation(var Area) 

DO 
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action: smoke_extraction_activation(var Area) 

action: water_curtain_activation(var Area) 

END 

 

Risk assessment and evaluation 

 

ALERT 3 will be automatically raised in areas where Power Racks and Power Supplies are 
located, if the area is in operating mode ALERT 1 or ALERT 2 (i.e. alarm has been 

confirmed) and risk has been increased because of operating alarm. 
 
ON 

event: OperatingAlarm(var ID, var Area, var 

SystemType==fire_protection) 

event: AlarmConfirmation(var Category==FIRE, var Area) 

IF 

Exist(passiveFunctionalComponent==powerSupplyRack, var Area) or 

Exist(passiveFunctionalComponent == powerSupplyUnit, var Area) 

THEN UPDATE 

state: area-state(var Category, var Area, *->ALERT_3) 

END 

END 

 

Mark appropriate nodes as unsafe for evacuation according to the output provided by the 

simulators. 
 
ON 

event: SimulatorsOutput(var Time, var GlobalEvacuationTime, var 

NoFatalities, var NoEvacuatedPersons, var NodeState(i)) 

IF 

NodeState(i)-SmokeConcentration>SmokeConcentration-Critical or 

NodeState(i)-Temperature> Temperature -Critical 

THEN DO 

Mark_this_node_unsafe_for_evacuation(i) 

END 

 

Rescue teams should be sent to areas where people are in danger. 
 
ON 

action: move_to_safe_level (var Elevator,) 

IF 

Event e1: OperatingAlarm(var ID, var Type==ElevatorFailure) 

THEN DO 

action: suggest_camera_view (var Elevator) 

IF 

event e2: confirmation_ people_in_danger(var Category, var Elevator, 

var Actor==Operator) 

WHERE e2 after e1 

THEN DO 

action: send_rescue_team(var Elevator) 

END 

 

Evacuation management 

 

Calculate safe evacuation paths after the evacuation is confirmed/approved by the operator. 
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ON 

event: evacuation_confirmation_message(var Category, var Area, var 

Actor, var Action == EVACUATION) 

DO 

action: queryEquipmentState(var Area) 

action: find_safe_evacuation_routes(var Category, var Area, var 

NoPeople, var Route) 

END 

 

If the problems occur with some of the devices related to emergency management, recalculate the 

evacuation strategy. 

 
ON 

event: OperatingAlarm(var ID, var Area, var SystemType), 

event: evacuation_confirmed(var ActorID, var, Area, var Sector) 

IF 

(SystemType==evacuation_access_control) OR 

(SystemType==emergency_lighting) OR 

(SystemType==fire_protection) OR 

(SystemType==smoke_extraction) 

THEN DO 

CalculateRiskInSector(var Sector), 

Change_evacuation_strategy(var Area, var Sector) 

END 

Graphical user interface 
 

Recommendation and Decision Support component’s graphical user interface shows 

important notifications and recommendations for the user/operator that are given according to 
the CEP/ECA rules which reflect regular safety procedures at airports. Accepting or rejecting 

the proposed actions is straightforward. Therefore, the emphasis is on understanding the 

information that is shown and reacting on it quickly. These consist of a title, description of 

what happened and what is suggested (in case of recommendations), one or more 

recommended actions, and three buttons: 

• OK - execute the selected action 

• Cancel - do nothing regardless of what was selected 

• Justify - point to the page in the DMS that explains the rule that led to this set of 
recommendations 

 

If the title starts with “INFO – “, it is a notification. This means that something important 

happened, e.g. automatic reaction has been initiated, and the operator has to be aware of that. 

In case of automatic reactions, the operator is given an option to cancel the (re)action, but 

since this is not generally recommended, the option is by default unchecked. If the title starts 

with “RECOMM – “, it is a recommendation. The rest of the title provides a short description 

of the situation that caused the recommendation, below is the full description of the situation 

at hand, which is followed by the recommended actions. In case of multiple choices, the best 

reaction (according to the rules) will be selected by default. 

 
It is recommended to first look at the title since it contains all the information that is needed 

in a concise form. The title is actually a very brief description that should provide enough 
information to the person familiar with the system and messages that can appear. If 
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everything is not clear from the title, check the full description below. Finally, for the full 

understanding of how the system got to the recommendation a user should click the button 

“Justify” and he/she will be presented with the appropriate document in the DMS. 

 

 

Conclusion 
 

CEP/ECA rules allow defining reactive behaviour by specifying which action has to be 
carried out when a specific event is detected and some additional condition holds. Our 

analysis of the possibilities of existing SCADA system at the Belgrade “Nikola Tesla” 
Airport have shown that a wide range of activities that are carried out in emergency situations 

can be wrapped up in a semantic rule base that can be used to facilitate decision support in 
time-critical situations. In addition, using CEP/ECA rules, emergency management 

procedures that are stipulated by international and national regulations can be verified and 
represent in explicit form. 

 

The SOFIA framework, and its CEP/ECA rule base, provides a proof-of-concept and 

demonstrates the applicability of advanced technologies such as complex event processing, 

event-condition-action rules, semantic technologies and web services in mission-critical 

applications.  

 

Additionally, the graphical user interface was developed. This interface shows a very brief 

description of the recommendation in the title, more information is given in the 

recommendation itself, and the user can also request to be directed to the appropriate page in 

the Document Management System which holds all details related to the recommendation. 



Review of the technical solution 

DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEM FOR 

EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AT AIRPORTS 
 

 

 

This technical document describes the innovative decision support system 

for emergency management at airports. The report clearly describes the 
challenges with which operators are faced during emergencies and suggests 

the use of emerging CEP and ECA paradigms in order to relieve operators of 

some of the stress by reacting automatically when possible and providing 

recommendations otherwise. Severity of the incident, propagation of fire and 
smoke, safety of areas and availability of escape paths are identified as the 

main parameters in the reasoning process. These parameters, as well as 

main objectives and actions are based on the “Nikola Tesla” airport in 

Belgrade, thus showing that resulting rules are applicable in the real world.  
 

The description of the rules themselves is given in both natural language and 

pseudo-code making them understandable even to non-experts in the field 

of CEP and ECA paradigms. The rules are well defined and they tackle 
problems such as fire detection, situation assessment and categorization, 

emergency prevention, risk assessment and evaluation, and evacuation 

management.  

 

Additionally, the developed graphical user interface is a valuable addition to 
the described state of the art decision support system. The GUI clearly and 

briefly explains the recommendation, while providing means to get all the 

details from the document management system. The same user interface 

also presents to the operator automatic reactions of the system.  
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